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ACROSS
1. "That ___! That ___! I do not like that ___!"
7. Dome head?
12. Apace
14. Slytherin Snape
17. Strong gale along U.S. Atlantic coast coming from an eponymous offshore storm
18. Number defined as the ratio of kinematic viscosity to thermometric conductivity
19. "Diary of ___ Black Woman"
20. Nobelist Wiesel
22. Evil follower?
23. River islet
24. Solar system models
27. Foehn in western North America
29. Hawk
30. Pink's "God ___ DJ"
33. Word with research or post
35. Regional airflow blowing down the Rhone valley
37. With 49-Down, pieces of unexpected good fortune, and a hint to solving 17-, 27-, 35-, and 60-Across
38. Salmon, after spawning
40. Drag racing org.
41. Smart ___
43. Having contours of equal precipitation amounts
45. /
46. Shot refills?
48. Nomadic East African herders
49. What's afoot at the beach?
51. Some QB protectors
53. "___ Vep" (1996 Maggie Cheung film)
56. Resting place
57. Ottoman honorific
58. Passenger vehicle on tracks
60. Dry, dusty, seasonal breeze blowing from the Sahara toward the Gulf of Guinea
63. Include
64. Drink made from petals and buds
65. Word with out (for a new date), or with in (for a continuing date)
66. Barracks in a garrison town

DOWN
1. Arabian capital with an apostrophe
2. Early reactor
3. One who is in it for the long haul?
4. Rimed, e.g.
5. Miss. neighbor
6. Lead lead?
7. Aimed at
8. Fine rain falling from an apparently clear sky
10. Cleaves
11. Word on a dollar bill
13. Feather: Comb. form
15. Great Basin native
16. Camera without a parallax prob.
21. What a hot start or a plane taking off does eventually
24. Switch positions
25. Castling piece
26. Genre to rave over?
28. Where to find FAA HQ
30. Babylon portal, or tabloid headline for a 1987 Beatty and Hoffman box office flop?
31. Like penne compared to rotini
32. Rapidly shrinking sea in Central Asia
33. What some kids do with their loot after trick-or-treating
34. Brought back
36. Mexican poet Juana ___ de la Cruz
39. Joe's last name?
42. Actor Penn
44. Jaw
47. What using 49-Across for ice climbing would be an instance of
49. See 37-Across
50. "If I Only Had the Nerve" singer Bert
52. Punchline of SNL's "Church Lady" skit in which Santa is speculated to be this
53. Choler
54. Kurosawa movie inspired by "King Lear"
55. It's flaky
57. NASA Research Center in the Bay Area
59. ___ choy
61. Youngest woman ever elected to Congress, for short